COMPARATIVES REPHRASING

Use 1-3 words to fill the gap in the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first

Example: I normally get to work at 8:00. I normally _________ work at 8:00.

Answer: I normally arrive at work at 8:00.

Comparatives:

1. England is wealthier than Spain. Spain is ________ than England.

2. Pamplona is further away than Zaragoza from Albacete. Zaragoza is ________ to Albacete than Pamplona.

3. Chocolate is tastier than fruit. Fruit isn’t as ________ as chocolate.

4. Italians are generally more talkative than Germans. Germans are generally __________ than Italians.

5. Good students learn better than bad students. Bad students __________ as well as good students.
1. poorer/less wealthy
2. nearer/closer
3. tasty/delicious
4. less talkative/quieter
5. don’t/do not learn